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Brad Dauis, new president of Mission's board of directors, has a word
orì page 6 which I hope every reader
will consider. It is an invitation for you

CONTËNTS

to

assist with Mission's finances. Several personal friends-as well as a cash
fÏow problem-gave us the idea that we
should establish a way for you to con-

tribute to this minisiry. The friends
began adding their contributions to
those of our board afier learning that
all magazines such as this one have to
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This year'b reader survey (see the
a continuation of
this hind of open jourualism, as well as
providing constructive criticism. We
hope that you will continue to take the
personal interest in the journal that
gives it the character of a forum, and
that you will back up that concern by
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becoming a Friend of Mission.
One of the privileges of this post is
the opportunity to becorne personally
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SHOULD YOUR MARRIAGE BE ENCOUNTERED?
From the Editor

acquainted with our authors as well as
readers. Take Dr. I)oman Keele, f or example. I-Ie and his wife are pediatri-
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MYSTERY OF FAITH

cians here at the Central Church of
Christ in lrviug, where I work halftirne
as minister of human concerns. The
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week after Doman submitted his article
he had a case (one of many) in which
he was called on to practice what he
advises in his article on page 7. We not
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only welcome his viewpoint, but that
of other medical/eihical people who
may disagree.
At this wriiing I am preparing for a

in Lafayette, Indiaua, lvhich
will include students at Purdue. The

seminar

overall topic will be "The New Search
for the True Church." If similar sessiorls
would benefit the cause where you ate,
let us hear from you.
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TMffi AUMAüåTY

ÜF
PRËACH
By LEONARD ALLEN
One of the hazards of Christian ministry is that
a preacher, through continual handling of the bibli
cal materials and through the habit of speaking for
God, will get to the point where he knows more
about God than any man has a right to know. He
may think he has God in a box, that every significant question has been answered, and that all that
remains is to announce in stentorian tones a "thus
saith the Lord." He may have even answered the
question of Job 11:1-"Can you find out the deep
things of God?"-with a resounding "Yes."
In reality, such a person becomes a pretender
into the privacy of God. And no matter whether he
intends to set himself up as the god of God, he may
easily leave that impression. Reinhold Niebuhr told
of his shock when, one day early in his ministry, he
heai'd l;he conversation of two Sunrlay school girls
playing under the window of his study. One said,
"Let's not make too much noise-we will disturb
Mr. Niebuhr." The other little girl said, "Who is
Mr. Niebuhr?" 'nDon't you know?" the first child
answered. "I-Ie is the preacher in this church. He
knows all about God."
All about God indeed! In our more honest moments we know the absurdity of sttch a claim.
When we are tempted, to set oltrselves up as an authority on God, someone should remind us that it
is God who is the authority on us. The problem is
Leonard Allen is a candidate for the Ph.D. degree itt clttu'ch
history at the Uniuersity of lowa. IIe also assists with the
¡tre.ach,ing at the Church of Christ in Ï{eokuk, Iotua"
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that the preacher's task itself opens him to the pretensions of God-playing. To many people he stands
as a symbol of God. They never see God or hear his
voice-they only see the preacher and hear his
voice. And sometimes the distinction between the
two is blurred, especially when the preacher himself contributes to this superman image.
If a man stands in the pulpit week after week
with an answer to every question, a three point soIution for every problem, and not so much as a hint
about his orm struggles, his own uncertainties, is

it

any wonder when a small boy, after constant exposure, nudges him one day and asks in all sincerity, 'oAre you God?" Or can we be surprised when
some adult listeners put the preacher on a pedestal
one notch below God, and then, when some fault
emerges-\¡/hich may have been present in secret all

along-they find their "faith" dealt a staggering
blow? The preacher who secretly revels in this
image or thinlçs he mttst not let his humanity show

will one day be disappointed.

F'or despite his pretensions, his hearers wilì soon discover that he ptrts

his trousers on one leg at a time, just lihe every
other human.
THE FUNNAMËNTAL ATARM
When the man who speaks for God gets too full
of himself, when he gets that professional air about
him, when he ceases to feel shaken by the task God
has placed upon him, when his sermons come easily
and his formulas get pat, he treeds to make his way
bach to the beginning and face once again this mat-

ter of preaching. And when he does-when he
struggles with the message and then struggles with
the weakness in his own life-he will find himself

overwhelmed, awestruck that God would entrust
the good news about Jesus to a piece of "crackable
pottery" (2 Cor. 4:7).
When Karl Barth, like many before him, faced
the task of preaching, he too was overwhelmed by
the audacity of it. "What can it mean?" he asked.
"It means above all that we should feel a fundamental alarm. What are you doing, you man, with
the word of God upon your lips? Upon what
grounds do you ¿rsisume the role of mediator between heaven and earth? . . . Who dares, who can,
preach, knowing what preaching is?" (The Word of
God and the Word of Man, p. 125).
The fundamental alarm comes when we realize
who we are and what we are doing, that we are
fragile vessels of clay entrusted with the Òracles of
the infinite God. It comes when we rcalize that we
are often involved in some of the very sins against
which rrye are preaching. It comes when we rcalize
how often the word of God has become only the
word of man.
The alarm sounds when we tealize, with tears,
that the sermon, precisely because it is the word of
man, can be a soul-injuring instrument as well as a
soul-healing force; that those who are broken and
need mercy may hear only judgment, and those
who are smug and secure in their sin and need
God's judgment may hear only mercy.
How many sermons, for instance, have distorted
the gospel by offering false security? How many
have set false goals, stirred up neurotic guilt, or
created a lifeless form of Christianity without the
spirit of Jesus? How many preachers have used the
pulpit as a whipping post to indulge their own neurotic needs-and done it under the guise of preaching the whole counsel of God?
Our alarm deepens when we look at the abuses
of the past, many of which are being carried on today. We could exclaim as one observer did, "What a
torrent of nonsense, superstitions, delusions, and
emotional fantasies have been poured out at all
times into the life of humanity under the cover of
the claim of revelation" (Emil Brunner, Reuelation
and Reason, p. 6). As we study history and as we
survey the present, rffe can both marvel and weep
at the uncanny ability of God's spokesmen to dim
and distort the message.
This fundamental alarm does not mean, of
course, tbat we must cower in fear at the thought
of preaching or that we must soften the fundamentals of our message with uncertainty. It does not
imply a weak-kneed proclamation of the gospel.
But it does lead us down the path of introspection, where we see ourselves clearly-the pretensions, the mixed motives, the pride, the laziness. It
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helps us see that the message of God is often a heavenly light in a very dim lantern. It reminds us that
throughout all our efforts for the Master, pride
dogs our heels, and that we even preach about humility while seeking the praise of men for having
preached well.
A preacher may work for years and never hear
this alarm, never be hit with the full implication of
what he is doing. But some day the alarm will
sound. It will sound in the depths of his soul, and
he will fall to his knees in utter desperation before
a holy God; and on his lips will be the question:
"What are you doing, you man, with the word of
God upon your lips?"
In those moments of emptiness and unworthiness he turns to God and is filled. He then rises up
to speak and minister with a strength not his own.
Still reeling from the strain of his finitude, shaken
by the fresh glimpse of God's majesty and wisdom,
he simply joins Paul in his exuberant cry of wonder
and praise: "O the depth of the riches and wisdom
and knowledge of God! How unsearchable are his
judgments and how inscrutable his ways!" (Rom.

llJe even preach about

humility while seel<ing
the praise of men for
having preached well.

11:33). He has learned that the wisest of us do not
know the depths and heights of the human soul,
and still less the infinite wisdom of God in dealing
with it. Humility descends like a mist in the early
hours of morning.
,WE
ARE MEN LIKE YOURSELVES'
This alarm, which confronts us with the audacity

of preaching, will never be silenced, for it reminds
us of our perpetual need. It forces us to make the
essential but painful confession that we are human,
and that by ourselves we are in dire straits. Only
such a confession will open us to God, who alone is
the source of our sufficiency.

Every preacher must make the Lycaonian confession of Paul, when he announced to those proclaiming his divinity, "We are men like yourselves
. . ." (Acts 14:15); and we must not overlook the
earnestness, the force of that confession. When Paul
and Bamabas heard the accolades of the crowd,
they tore their clothing and rushed out among the
people to declare their true identity. They knew
that the slightest pretension about themselves
would obstruct their message. They also knew that,
NOVEMBER, 1977

only the one who confesses his humanity, his weakness and sinfulness, can confess Christ. Peter, who
made the greatest confession of all when he said,
"You are the Christ of God" (Luke 9:20), had
earlier fallen on his face and cried, "Depart from
me, for I am a sinful man, O Lord" (Luke 5:8).
The insecurity of some preachers will not let
them confess their humanity. The insecure preacher
cannot say, "I make mistakes. I fail. I am human
like everyone else." Of course he might say it, but
only because it is proper to say it. His profession
of unworthiness, in fact, becomes a kind of inverted pride, where he says, "Of course I am less
than nothing!" Because he cannot properly acknowledge his insufficiency, his insecurity, he cannot rest in God's sufficiency and God's security.
And that puts him on a collision course with frustration and ultimate despair. For, deep down,
under the shell he has erected, he knows his poverty. He knows he is no wonder worker. He feels
the stab of his humanity. Unfortunately, much of
his life is spent postponing this confession or in the
self-deception that it is not true.
We need to realize that to acknowledge deep inadequacies and our frequent lack of answers is not
to fault God, his perfect revelation, or our doctrinal
soundness; it is simply a confession of our common
humanity that permits us to get on with the business of doing God's work in the world. To say that
\rye are human is to say that we must rely more
fully on God's mercy and allow it to take up the
slack in our lives.
A deep sense of our humanity would get us off
our high horse and cause us to struggle more with
the complex and often ugly realities of our time. If
'ffe can only remember that Jesus left his lofty
place and opened himself to the abuse of a sinful
world, felt our feelings, cried our tears, shared our
loneliness and estrangement-if we could remember
that, maybe our reluctance to confess openly our
humanity would diminish.
Jesus became human to show the searching love
of God and to make man's peace with God. God
uses our humanity, once we confess it, to carry on
the same task. Out of this confession, this humbling
of ourselves, comes a deeper sense of empathy with
those who are hurting because of their lostness. It
helps us experience vicariously-if not actually-the
throes of a fallen world. Our preaching becomes
blood-warm; and we become a people of deep humility-a humility not just professed, but warmly
evident.

THE SOURCE OF OUR SUFFICIENCY
Meister Eckhart, the fourteenth century mystic,
has a word indicating where this Lycaonian confession leads us. "To get at the core of God at his
gteatest," he writes, "one must first get into the
NOVEMBER, 1977

core of himself at his least, for no one can know
God who has not first known himself." I would
add that no one can claim God's sufficiency until
he first knows, painfully, his own insufficiency.
With this insight '/ve are close to the key. We have
heard the alarm, we have confessed our humanity.
We can now face the audacity of preaching. We
can now look with confidence to the power that
enables us to preach. Paul says it simply: "Not that
we are sufficient to claim anything as coming from
us; our sufficiency is from God, who has qualified
us to be ministers of anewcovenant" (2 Cor.3:5-6).
The overwhelming truth is that God fills our
emptiness and uses it for his glory. He uses our bodiliness, once we acknowledge it, "to show that the
transcendent power belongs to God" (2 Cot.4:7).
This means that with his training and efforts the
servant of God is not building a generator for spiritual power, he is simply clearing the conduit for
God's por¡¡¡er to flow.
Years ago a professor from Glasgow visited
America and heard Phillips Brooks preach. His letter back to Scotland described the deep impression
Brooks made on him. "Most preachers," the letter
said, "take to the pulpit a bucketful or half full of
the Word of God and pump it out to the congregation; but this man is a great watermain, attached to
the everlasting reservoir of truth, and a stream of
life pours through him by heavenly gtavitation to

Empty and barren, yet
filled by God, he stands
unashamedly heralding the
good news, feeling each moment
the aston¡shment of grace.

refresh weary souls." Here is a picture of the paradox that spiritual power comes when we confess
our inadequacy and allow this confession to open
our lives to God.
Because this fundamental alarm, confronting us
with our weakness, continues to sound, our acts of
reliance on God-prayer, confession, devotional
study-must become part of our way of life. Again
and again the preacher will painfully confront his
inadequacy, but he continues preaching by faith,
believing in God "who by the power at work within
us is able to do far more abundantly than all we
ask or think" (Eph. 3:20). Living by this faith he
prays for daily acceptance of the grace and sufficiency God has promised. Empty and barren, yet
filled by God, he stands unashamedly heralding the
good news of salvation, feeling each moment the
astonishment of gtace.
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A message to our readers from Bradford L. Davis, president
of Mission's Board of Trustees
to announce an opportunity
for our readers to participate in the financial
support of this publication. Almost all religious
journals must be subsidized-euen those which
accept aduertísing. ftz Mission's case, about 75
percent of our support comes from direct contributions, and only 25 percent from subscription
income. While we haue attempted to heep subscription rates low, this has been done only at
the necessity of increased contributions.
Already, seueral Mission subscribers are contributing to this cause. We are now announcing a
program for recognízing and expanding this lzind
of support. Below you will see seueral ways you
can become a lrriend of Mission. By contributing
$25 or more you can joín a growing number
who belieue that the church and the world need
this publication. This donation will include a
one-year subscription. Additionally, your name
will be published in a list of lrriends, unless you
We are pleased

request otherwise. Also, you will receíue períodic
newsletters from the editor, couering behind-thescenes actiuities and important íssues snd euents.
These communicalions will also inform you of
local and regional Mission seminars and other
meetíngs.

I'here is a second way you can be a Friend of
Mission: by giuing gift subscriptions. We still
haue some Good News Bibles (Today's English
Version) to giue away free for each subscription.
The approaching Christmas season is a perfect
opportunity to giue Mission as an ex.pression of
interest in your friends and in ideas that really
ntatter.
Mission sincerely thanks you for your support.
It is you who o,ffirm our reason for beíng. We
depend on your financial assistance, your ideas
in ".IlorLtm," and your articles. Please continue
to help us ímproue the journal und íncrease its
readershíp.

Clip or copy the form below and mailwith your contribution to:
Mission Journal, 1710 W. Airport Fwy., lrving, Texas 75062

A FRIENN OF MISSION AT T}.{Ë FOLLOWING
LEVË[- WITþI ITS CORRHSPONDING BFNEF!TS:

PLËASE ËNHOLL MË AS

Bcnefactor*$1, 000 gift.

gift.
Sustainer-$L0t gift.

-Fatron-$500
Friend*$Z5

gift.

(Benefactors will receive a one-year subscription
and ten gift sr-rbscriptions for recipients of their choice.)
(One-year subscription and five gift subscriptions.)
(One-year subscription and three gift subscriptions.)
(One-year subscription and one gift subscription.)

Periodic installments may be paid toward any level of comriritrnent,
payable in full during the calendar year beginning with your first contribution. MÌssio¡t Journal, Inc., is a non-profit corporation and all
contributions are tax deductible.
Checl¿
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here._if you wislt your name,

u¡tlhheld from pttblication.
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The Bñlth ct
tr Þefeet3ve lrnfsntr
A lWors[ Dnlæmms
By D0MAN K. KËËLE, l\fl. D.

The issue of whether to use life saving medicine and surgery on the critically ill newborn
with known or potential mental retardation, or
with a severe disease incompatible with life without continuous and expensive care, has received
considerable attention in our time. The moral and
religious dilemmas involved are illustrated by such
cases as these:

Of 299 consecutive deaths in a special-care nursery, forty-three (14 percent) were related to withholding treatment (Duff and Campbell, in the Neus
England Journal of Medicine, Oct. 25, 1973).
Among these were fifteen with severe birth defects,
eight with mental retardation dtte to defective chromosomes, eight with intractable heart-lung disease,
ten with birth defects of spine and brain, and three
with insufficient bowel to sustain life. After careful
consideration, physicians and parents in a group decision concluded that the prospects for "meaningful life were poor or hopeless, and therefore rejected further treatment. "

On February 24,7974, a thirteen-day-old boy
died following emergency surgery at the Maine
Medical Center. The boy had been born horribly
deformed and the parents refused their consent for
surgery. Physicians in the Center felt differently
and obtained a court order for surgery. In ordering
the surgery the judge ruled: "Atthe moment of iive
birth there does exist a human being entitled to the
fullest protection of the law. The most basic right
enjoyed by every human being is the right to life
itself" (ObstetricøI and Gynecological News, April,
L974).
Several years ago in a farnous case at John Hop"
kins Hospital, an infant was born with Down Synteaches pediatr,ics at tlrc l:Iealth Science
Center of the Uniuet'sity of 'I'exas in DaIIas. IIe offers free
diagnostic seruice for children with le.anüng dilficulties, it't
connection witlt the ministries of the Central Church of

Dr. Doman Keele

Christ in Iruing.
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drome, a mental retardation condition, and duodenal atresia, a condition reparable by surgery but
fatal unless repaired. The mother, after a spiritual
consultation with a clergyman, refused surgery and
the baby died after fifteen days of starvation. This
case was widely discussed in both lay and medical
literature. *
Such situations bring into prominence a major
moral, ethical, legal, and social dilemma which has
caused much discussion in medical and philosophical literature. The birth of a critically ill defective
infant does indeed present a dilemma in decision
making for the physician and the infant's parents.
On the one hand there is the medical philosophy
that tife must be preserved at all costs, and the belief in the sacredness of life. On the other hand
there is the desire not to prolong unduly the life
that might have little or no meaning, or to prolong unnecessarily the suffering that often accompanies the existence and care of a defective infant.
Medical technology clearly enables the physician
to prolong the life of the critically ill patient. Because of this, a fuli life is often a continuing reward,
'Ihis same technology that makes it possible to have
a meaningful life also makes it possible to save a
critically ill defective newborn infant. Medical
technology is sufficiently advanced that it is possible to diagnose with a high degree of reliability
which of these critically ill infants will lead a nonmeaningful life. It is easy to diagnose which infants
will be grossly deformed and mentally defective.
Such infants often lead non-productive lives, disrupting parents' and siblings' Iives, and destroying
family relationships to the point that divorce may

1'James Gustafson presents

a sensitive, balatrced,

and

penetrating analysis of this case itr "Mongolism, Parental
Desires and the Right io Lif.e," Perspecl.iues on ßiology and
Medicine, L6:529-559, 1973.
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occur.
Medical care of such infants frequently is a financial burden leading to costs of $15,000 to $20,000.
The mother often has to work to help pay off hospital costs. In addition, care for a mentally defective child often is time consuming, causing the

to be neglected and resulting in
emotional problems. For some infants the survival
achieved is a painful, dehumanizing process.
Duff and Campbell believe that the dilemma is
best handled by unhurried, honest, and free discussions between the physicians and the parentsthose who must bear the respqnsibilities for the
decision and the burden of its consequences,
Such discussions include the diagnosis and its
implications for a meaningful life for the infant.
The implications for the parenting of the child are
made clear to the parents. Based on their understanding, the parents then share in the decision to
provide or withhold treatment. These discussions
may include the nurse, the social worker, and the
hospital chaplain.
In forty-three cases surveyed by these researchers
the combined decision resulted in withholding
treatment, and the infants died. Follow-up on most
families revealed that they had experienced a normal mourning process and were leading effective
lives. Some had doubts about their choipes, but
some claimed that their experience had provided a
deeper meaning to life. Repeated participation in
such decisions did not appear to reduce the worry
of hospital staff about having to be involved in
such awesome decisions. Duff and Campbell felt
that not to be involved in such decisions was "an
arbitrary and potentially devastating decision of
default." For our society as a whole this approach
seems superior to unilateral decision making by the
physician or by the parents. It also seems superior
to having the courts make the decision.
normal siblings

I
ln" o,rrn of a defective infant may present,
however, a special dilemma for Christians. For the
Christian, spiritual ends have priority over temporal
means. In the case of the birth of a defective infant
it is not clear what decisions will result in a better
spiritual outcome. Will a decision to withhold treatment result in a better spiritual outcome for the
parents and physicians or will it be spiritually destructive? Will there be guilt feelings and feelings
that the conscience has been abandoned? On the
other hand, if treatment is administered and the infant survives, will the financial and emotional burden be spiritually profitable for the family-the

siblings as well as the parents?
There are no clear-cut, biblical answers or direct

commandments
104

to

use as guidelines, only one's

own interpretation of the Bible. The following is
my own position.
Some, of course, will argue that there is no spiritual difference in passive euthanasia, (the withholding of treatment and allowing nature to take its
course) and active euthanasia (the utilization of
some medical techniques that actively terminates
life before nature has run its course). If the doctor
and parents feel that euthanasia in any form is sinful, then treatment must be administered and both
must accept the consequences. If the physician can-

not abide by a parental decision for passive euthanasia, then he should arrange with them for other
medical care. If the parents and the physician
jointly make a decision for withholding treatment,
the author feels that this can result in a positive
spiritual outcome for both, and can be a desirable
thing to do.

ll.-

can this position be defended bibìically?
There are two ways: (1) The first is based on the
spiritual ends for the Christian. What is the supreme
good, the sumrnum bonum for man? This question
can be answered in terms of love of God and neighbor. The love of God and neighbor are inseparable;
one cannot love God unless he loves his neighbor.
"If any man says I love God and hates his brother,
he is a liar. For he who loves not his brother, whom
he sees, how can he love God whom he does not
see?" (1 John 4:20-21). Man reaches out to God by
reaching out to his brother. It is in others that God
wants to be recognized and loved.
This places great emphasis on human relationships. How does this relate to the birth of a critically ill defective infant? Simply, it means that
passive euthanasia can be justified if it promotes
loving, as opposed to destructlue, human relationships. I believe that withholding treatment for a
critically ill defective infant can and does preserve
and promote the spiritual. growth of fathers, mothers, brothers, and sisters by improving their filial
relationships. The mechanisms involved in the destruction of these relationships have been discussed
above.

(2) The second way approximates the first. This
approach is most clearly presented in the writings
of Joseph Fletcher (see especially his book Moral
Responsibility: Situation Ethics at Work). When
values conflict, the Christian ethic consists in doing
the most loving thing in the situation. As Fletcher
puts it:
In such a Christian ethic nothing has any worth
except as it helps or hurts persons, either human
or divine-God or neighbor or self. Good and evil
are extrinsic. Right and wrong depend upon the
situation. Apart from helping or hurting persons,
NOVEMBER. 1977

judgments
- i.e., evaluations - are meaningless.
There is in Christian ethics, with its love norm,
only one thing which is intrinsically good, always and everywhere, regardless of circumstances. That one thing is love itself.
Again,

The Christian ethic reduces law from a statutory system of rules to the love cannon alone.
This is why Jesus was ready to ignore the Sabbath observance, why Paul was plainly permissive
about circumcision. . . Jesus left no doubt about
love being the solitary commandment when he
put his stamp of approval on the translegality of
David's action, in the paradigm of the altar bread
(Matt. L2:3-4). This is the situation in which
David was hungry and ate the altar bread, which
was not lawful.
Fletcher writes of the methods of the Christian
ethic:
Said Paul to the saints at Philippi: "And this I
pray, that your love may abound more and more
in knowledge and in all judgment" (Phil. 1:9).
Here are the four pillars of the method of Christian ethics: (1) a powerful reliance upon God's
grace, (2) the law of love as the norm, (3) knowledge of the facts of the empirical situation in all
its variety and relativity, and (4) judgment-i.e.
decision-which is responsibility in humility.

Fletcher's four pillars of the method of the
Christian ethic are strongly recommended in the
situation of the birth of a critically ill defective in-

fant. (a) Prayerful reliance upon the gtace of God
is always sound doctrine. (b) The law of love as the
norm is a high ethic and is an excellent guide in
making decisions. (c) A knowledge of all the facts
of the situation is an indispensable requirement, especially a knowledge of the nature of the illness
and its implications for a meaningful life for the infant and the family. (In this regard it is well to remember that some birth defective and mentally
retarded infants are capable of making a spiritual
contribution to their family and society.) And (d)
judgment and decision are critical. As Duff and
Campbell state: "The issue has to be faced, for not
to decide is an arbitrary and potentially devastating
decision of default."
For Further Reading
A. G. M. Campbell and R. S. Duff, "On Deciding the

Care

of

Severely Handicapped or Dying Persons: With Particular Reference to Infants," Pediøtrics 57 : 487 -492,L97 6.
R. S. Duff, "On Deciding the Use of the Family Commons,"

Birth Defects, Original Arlicle

Series,

XII, 73-84, 1976.

John Fletcher, "Abortion, Euthanasia, and Care of the Defective Newborn," New England Journøl of Medicine,
292:75-77, 1975.
Joseph Fletcher, "Ethics and Euthanasia," American Journøl of Nursing, TS:670-675, 1973.
Joseph Fletcher, "Indicators of Humanhood: A Tentative
Profile of Man," Hastíngs Center Report 2 (5):7-4,L972.
R. A. McCormick, "To Save or Let Die: The Dilemma of
Modern Medicine," Journal of the American Medical
Association, 229:77 2-1,7 6 , 797 4.
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TO AN,I AFRICAN, VIIITH LOVE
"We used to call your nation underdeueloped," u)rote John Gration of
Wheaton College, to an Afrícan Christian friend. "Nou wøcall it deueloping.
We felt you needed our help. But we understood deuelopment as referring only to material things, such as the gross national product. Now we
realíze that deuelopment relates to the total quality of life that a society experiences. Deuelopment ultimately relates to what we are-and are

becoming-far more than to what we haue or don't haue.
"Some of us are suddenly realizing that from thís perspectiue, our own
country is one of the most underdeuelped ín the world. Our society is
largely materialístic and often fragmented. Our growing ecological problems
remind us that we hauen't learned to liue in harmony with our physical
world.

"Help us learn how to liue, to deuelop a new quality of life. We need
to learn your uiew of life ín its símple wholeness. Maybe after we'ue been
healed, had our ualues sorted out, and deueloped into the people God
intended us to be, we can sit down and talk together about deuelopment
programs in Africa."
-Selected
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The formal charge addressed ta Rot¡ert Bennett at the accasion

of his ardtnatian,

Bridgetown Church of Christ, April 24, 1977
By ROGER CHAMBERS
Bob, I charge you to fill your mind with the Word of
God, so that you will have something to say worth
say i ng.

I charge you to keep your heart pure, so that you will
have the courage to say it.
I charge you to read books, so that you can say it

skillfully.
I charge you to know the people to whom you are
preaching, so that you can say it clearly.
I charge you to make your f¡rst ministry the one to your
family, so that people will believe you when you say it.
Bob, I charge you to preach "the faith once delivered,"
so that God will be pleased with what you say.
I charge you to preach the cross, Men and women and
boys and girls do not need to be impressed; they need

to be

saved.

I charge you to work from the spirit of quality; second

est kind of rrobility is found in the pew at least as oftetr

as

ound in the pulpit.
I charge you to know and to remember thât the people
to whom you preach have as much to teach you about
the Christian life as you have to teach them.
I charge you to know, Bob, that this ordination service
does not canonize your opinions. Your only justif ication
for entering the pulpit on any day to preach any message is
your readiness to preach the Word of God.
Kathy, I charge you to know and remember that you
hold Bob's ministry in your hand just as you hold his
heart. The wisdom, patience, and dedication that Bob must
have to fulf ill his ministry is not even close to that which

it

is

f

you must have if he is to do

so.

And finally, Bob, I charge you to pray. The difference
between praying and not praying in this thing is the difference between life and death.

best is never good enough for Jesus.

I charge you to work from the spirit of humility, Bob,
for you and I will never be as much as people think we are,
I charge you to know and to remember that the high-

From The Christian Standard, copyright 1977, The Standørd Publíshing Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, used by permissíon.
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Tlne Chrnreln
es Fflovem&rrts TIrs

Ne$teclte,dAltermatíve
By ROBERT O. FIFË

How may a people who exist as a distinct community within the church, for the sake of witness
to the unity of the church, avoid the negation of
their witness by their very existence?
This question has confronted every reformation
which would be biblical and unitive. It is pressed
with increasing urgency upon Chrisl,ian Churches
and Churches of Christ in this "ecumenical era."

The categories of Ernst Troeltsch-the "church
type," the "sect type," and the "mystical type" (in
The Social Teaching of the Christian Churches)do not provide a-n answer to this question. The
"church type" has only with difficulty submitted
to biblical reformation. The "sect type" is not comrnonly interested in Christian unity. The "mystical
type" tends to withdraw altogether from the problem of Christian order.
Neither does the denominational type, so common in the United States, provide a solution. The
denomination is marked by doctrinal or institutional p4rticularity. Simple particularity is not divisive, but the problem is occasioned when, in its
particularity, the denomination assumed the esseuce
of the church. So doing, denominations divide the
church into "churches." Thus the unity of the
church is obscured.
What, then, shall a distinct people, who exist for

unity, do? Shall they continue to exist, even though
in denominational form? As such they may witness
to unity, atthough inconsistently. Or, shall they
cease to exist in order not to contribute to Christian disunion? The price for this may be the loss of
their witness to the church.
These choices are being made both by those who
understand the problem, and those who do not.
Some have assumed sectarian posture' They
achieve "Christian unity" by simply judging as "not
Christian" all who are outside their own "church."
Others have accepted denominational posture as
the only viable alternative. Although regrettable, it
is believed to be the best we can do. Each particular tradition becomes a "church" in its own right'
It assumed the prerogatives of the whole church,
often claiming the sacraments for itself' The denomination strives for respectability among "sister
communions." o'Church union" is then sought
through "enlarging the particularities" of the parti
cipating denominations. The essential self-understanding, however, remains unchanged.*
But are these the only alternatives open to those
concerned for Christian unity? Is it possible that
the denominatioual and sectariarr mol,ifs are carryirrg the day by default? This essay suggests an alternative which is both biblical and viable: a wituess
for unity that exists as a înauemenf within the

the Westwood

*See the Recornmentlations of the Implicatio¡rs Tean of

Chrisl.ian Foutdalion, a worle of Independent Christian
Churches in the Los Angeles area.

ihe Consultation on Church llnion, pp. 157f., Midstream,
XII, No. 1,, T'hese are honest, perceptive, and provocative.

Dr. IÌ.obe¡t O. Fife is scholar-in-t"esidence at
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church.

Modern spiritual heirs of Alexander Campbell
and Barton W. Stone are a distinct Christian community. Yet, wê do not adeqrrately communicate
to other Christians the nature of our distinction. As
Thomas Campbell held, in the Declaration and,
Address, we believe that "the church of Christ on
earth is one." Therefore, insofar as .we are the
church, we are not distinctive. Our distinction can
only exist within the church, or in relation to it. As
a reformation movement, we are not coterminous
with the church.
Our witness to baptism and the Lord's Supper is
indicative of this. We have never taught that one is
baptized into the "movement." Neither do we commune as "members of a movement." (At least, we
know better than this.) How do "we" of the church
relate to "we" of the movement? As the church,
we are the universal fellowship of the faith. As a
movement, \rye are a community of understanding
and concern within the church. This latter ,,we',
identifies a community for witness to Christian
unity. "We" as a movement seek reformation of
ourselves as the larger church in terms of Scripture,
so that "the world may believe."
Unfortunately, the conception of movements
within the church has received little attention. Even
those who often use the term have not always done
so with perception. For this reason the conception
needs renewed study and consideration. We may yet
find a live option to our unsatisfactory denominational and sectarian situation.

Membership in Christ is not limited to those who

fully comprehend his teaching (as though there
were any such). Even the "perfect" are not saved
because they are "right," but because Christ is
righteous.
The church is at once God's gift and man's reception. But the reception has always seemed to
fall short of the gift. For this reason, the church
must be an "ongoing community" of faith. It must
ever depend upon the teaching grace of the Savior.
Having been "accepted in the beloved," believers
are to grow unto perfection as they learn after him.
This is the essence of discioleship.
As disciples learn after Christ, faith moves us to
seek the "fulfillment of all righteousness." "Loving
the truth," we follow after that which is learned,
and seek to share it with others.
Through sharing our understanding and concerns,
communities of discipleship come into being.
"Speaking the truth in fove," we create the internal
dialogue of the church. So we may gro\¡¡ toward
attainment of the "unity of the faith, and of the
knowledge of the Son of God, unto a fullgrown
man, unto the measure of the stature of the fulness
of Christ" (Eph. 4:13).
In this \üay, movements may serve the ultimate
realization of the mind of Christ in the church.
Movements as Actions of the Body

As the body of Christ, the church is characterized by Head and members. It is gifted with thought

and action, or mind and motion. So the apostle

I\lovements are not clistinct from the bocly. They
are actions of the bocly. Their iclentity is discerned by

motion or function-not by division of the body into separate parts.

¡4OVEMENTS WITHIN THE CHURCH

The Church as Christ's Body
The church is the body of Christ, created as men
embrace him in faith. Faith is itself a response to
God's gracious overture. Because our salvation is of
grace, rvr/e are called to learn after him. But even so,
grace means that membership in him does not rest
in the adequacy of our apprehension. What counts
is the adequacy of him by whom we have been
apprehended.
The grace which creates Christian community
both saves and teaches (Eph. 2:5; Titus 2:1I-12).
Commitment to Christ creates relationship. Learning after him sustains it. We "profess our faith in
Christ, and obedience to him in all things according
to the scriptures." Having joined his company, w€
then may "grow in grace and in knowledge of the
truth. "

12

toB

in you which was also in
Christ Jesus, who . . . took the form of a servant"
(Phil. 2:2f.). As the mind of Christ indwells the
body, it moves to effect his ministry unto men.
Movements, then, are characteristic of the church
as a living organism.
The will of Christ pervades the bodv as members
abide in union with the Heao. Apart from him they
can do nothing. The communion necessary to understanding the Christ's will is realized in worship,
under judgment of his word. The New Testament
reflects his original ordering of the body for extending his mission in the world.
A movement is an action of the body, whether
of one member, or of many. Thus the body is built
up in love (Eph. 4:16; 1 Cor. L2:L4f..).
For this reason, movements are not distinct from
the body. They are actions of the body. Their identity is discerned by motion or function-not by di\Mrites, "Have this mind
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vision of the body into separate parts. The essential
nature of movements is vital or dynamic-not political or institutional.
Thus, movements by nature do not divide the
church into segments or parts. They are simply actions of the body as it carries out the will of the
Head.* *
Communities of tJnderstand¡ng and Concern
Authentic movements are expressions of understanding or concern which root in members'apprehension of Christ's mind. When such understanding
and concern are shared, a concert of expression is
created. Movements, then, aÍe comrnunities of understanding and concern which exíst withi.n the fel-

does a movement. The two have relationship in
those persons. This relationship is like that which is
sustained within the individual himself. He is first
by faith a Christian. Then he becomes an informed
and concerned Christian. But his understanding and
concerns exist because of his faith, and within the
context of faith.
So it is with the movement and the church. There
is first the body of Christ-the church. Movements
of the body appear as shared understandings lead

to fulfillment of concerns.
In this light it may be seen that a movement is
not simply an "early and imperfect order of
church." It is a form of activity or an event within
the body. No movement's organization is adequate

ïhe r.listinctiveness r.¡f a movement is in its witness.
As its witrress becomes effectr"¡al in the fellowship of faith"
ille rrrr¡velnent is sr.rbsr,rrrred within the church.
lowship of faith.
Discipleship is grounded in the relationship which
faith sustains to knowledge. That relationship is reflected in the Philemon letter when it is said, "That
the fellowship of thy faith may become effectual in
the knowledge of every good thing which is in you,
unto Christ (Philem. 6, ASV; see also 1:6-L0; 2Pel.
1:5-8).
As the fellowship of faith is made effectual in
knowledge, so the church is made effectual in movements. As knowledge is not the same as faith, so a
movement is not the same ari the church. Knowledge
exists within faith, and in order that faith may be
effectual. So a movement may exist within the
church, and for the fulfillment of its mission.
The "Restoration Movement" is under special
obligation in this regard. It exists to serve the church
by witnessing to the nature of her unity.
This movement exists to encourage discipleship.
Receiving the unity which is given, it would culti
vate the unity to be attained (Eph. 4:3, 13).
The distinctiveness of a movement is not in its
structures, but in its witness. As its witness becomes
effectual in the fellowship of faith, the movement
is subsumed within the church.t<x*
The Movement's Relat¡on to the Church

A movement may be coextensive with a given
congregation of the church. Yet the two are not
the same. By nature, the movement is always withín
the church, or of the church.
The church is the eucharistic community of faith,
called for worship and service. The movement is the
ideological community of understanding, concerned
to serve the church in her calling.
As the church consists of individual members, so
NOVEMBER, 1977

to identify the universal fellowship of faith. This is
precisely the problem when movements become
denominations.
Let movements remain what they are by nature.
Then, expedient structures need not compromise
the true order of the church. Thus, the unity of
the church may again become visible before the
world.
ln Summary
How, then, may a people who exist for Christian
unity avoid negating their witness by their existence? The thesis here is that two things are required. First, there must be conception which places our particular identities as movements within
our common identity as the church. As C. C. Morrison said, let the denominations cease calling
themselves churches.
Second, there must be a conducú of institutional
and corporate life in accordance with this conception.
Numerous significant dimensions of the problem
merit further exploration. But it is hoped this study
may suggest an alternative to our present unhappy
divisions.

**It is true that there may be in the church actions
which do not flow from the mind of Christ. They may
rather be in the nature of "reflexes" to the stimuli of the
age. These "reflexes" ought not to blind one to authentic
movements which spring from the mind of Christ. These are
known by their consistence with his person reflected in
Scripture.
***The concept suggested by W. H. Garrison, "a microcosm of the church" is here very suggestive. See his Forh in
the Roød, Indianapolis, 1964.
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ShÕuld Vour Mffirrãcgæ
Be Eneountered?
Frorn the Editor
In the midst of unprecedented strain

on modern
movement
quiet
highly-disciplined
but
a
marriages,
the trend.
Encounter"
is
bucking
called "Marriage
praised
attend
by
most
who
but
Criticized by some
of
4,000
Church
nearly
the movement has offered
the
strengthening
a
means
of
Christ-related couples
bond between them. It has been
successful enough that leaders
are expanding their attention to
"family encounters"; former Participants can noì,v take a refresher course at "deepet encounter"
sessions; and couples planning to
marry will soon be able to attend
"engaged encounters."
I{ow does Marriage Encounter
worh? Why is it sometimes controversial? And how does it differ from other attemPts to nourish marriages?
Genial "K" Speck and his wife
Esther lead the movement from
their home in Friendswood, llexas (near Houston). Thev have enlisted some sixtyfive "teatn couples" who have conducted nearly
200 weehend seminars in which couples are led to
commuuicate their feelings as thev have never
communicated before.
It is this one-to-one dimeusion ancÌ the emphasis
or-r feelings that distinguish Marriage Encounter
'lhe editor und

his high school sweelhettrt e¡tcounlered eaclt

other twenty-six years and fiue children ago'
1&
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from other seminars. Some programs consist of allday lectures to large assemblies, in which participants' main involvement is in frantic note-taking' In
contrast, a Marriage Encounter sends couples to
their hotel rodm for intense personal "dialogues"
designed to draw out feelings-like it or not-that
may have lain unvoiced for vears.
They are given communication
techniques which largelv bynass
the conceptttal, cognitive dimension and plunge the couple into
the emotive or affective aspects of
their lives. Persons who rarelY
read and trever write often find
themselves suddenly able to use
the most vivid metaPhors and
picturesque descriptions of their
feelings: "When you said Yott
wished I could be less rushed and
more teuder in our sex relationship, I felt like a big, hairv monster bent on destroYing evervone
in m\¡ lust to indulge every ragiug
appetite." Ot, "I feel that this experience is enriching mv life like fortified milh."
It all began among the Roman Catholics in Spain,
in 1965, in an attempt not only to strengthen marriages but to weld couples more closely to the
church, A Spanish priest moved in with happily
married couples to observe what made the marriages
work. ln this country, Roman Catholic priest Chuck
Gallagher has been the moving force not only in
that fellowsl'rip but in encouraging similar works
NOVEIVIBEIl, 1977

other groups, including Jews. The Church of
Christ expression guided by the Specks is one of
the larger spin-offs. Although there is rro organic
connection to the Catholic movement, the feelings
orientation, the spiritual emphasis, and the relation
of the family to the church are retained.
Leaders stress their intent to minister not to
marriages in trouble, but to strengthen healthy marriages. "Some couples seem to sense that there
could and should be more" to their marriage, says
Hiram Sloan, who with his wife Jean form a team
couple in Dallas. "They remember the joy and love
they had from just being with each other. That has
faded for all too many couples."
amor"rg

R"u*"overing

those elements, and growing into
new areas, can be a highly emotional experienceearning the charge that Marriage Encounter is
mainly "an emotional storm," in the words of
Robert Ryder, dean of the University of Connecticut's School of Home Economics and Family Study.
But Martiage Encounter counters the charge by insisting that blocked emotions are at 1,he root of
many unenriched marriages. To free them up, seminar leaders teach participants to communicate on
the feeling level.
"There are five basic levels of communication,"
say the Sloans. "There is the cliche level--'Flow are
you-I'm fine.' Second, there is the factual level;
third, our thoughts, opinions, and judgments;fourth,
the level at which we share our feelings; and finally,
the mutual empathy level in which feelings are
alike." The Marriage Encounter technique aims the
couple toward the fourth and fifth levels.
"In ouï modern world many couples forget that
one of the main reasons they married was to be together," say the Sloans. "It is very easy to become
an active member of the 'married singles' movement. The husband and wife each go separate ways
with jobs, hobbies, sports, friends and even with
their children's activities and church interests. But
being 'married singles' is a long way from 'the two
shall l¡ecome one flesh'."
At a typical eucounter weekend, twenty-five
couples gather at a cclmfortable hotel on a Friday
evening, They will spend forty-four hours learning,
interacting, sleeping, and eating. Instruction is given
by three team couples. 'Ihe rules are strict, the educational model heavily lectttre-oriented when couples are not in dialogue with each other in the privacy of their rooms. In the general sessions
participants simply listen, as leaders actually read a
pre¡rared lecture, Althor"rgh lectures contaitr references to personal experiences, the¡r come across to
some as a pre-packaged, almost contrìved, presetrtation complete with pre-planned hand-holding and
NOVËMBER, 1977

meaningful glances. This aspect has won the moveincnt solne of its criticisln.
"I just can't btty that educational model," said
one man who, with his wife, actually walked out of
an encounter session. "'Ihe iectute method, punctuated by stilted and seemingly forced glances,
doesn't encourâge active involvement on the part
of the learners."
Team couples, however, insist that the discipline
of the weekend enables them to achieve the ends
they have in mind, whereas attention is diverted to
other ends when spontaneity and group participation is encouraged. Thus, couples are asked to divest
themselves of small talk about subjects other than
the marriage relationship, even at mealtime. There
is to be no talhing at all when the general sessions
break up and husbands or wives return to their
room for private writing sessions while their spouses
remain behind to do their writing. When they rejoin
each other for dialogue they are to stick to the subject. There is no TV, no telephone calls except for
emergency incoming calls.
Instead, couples are equipped with techniques
for focusing, just for this weekend, on their own.
relationship. The basic technique is the "Ten-andTen." After listening to a lecture on, for example,
communicating, couples separate for a period of reflection and writing. Each partner tries to be as
honest as possible about any felt deficiencies in the
level of communication with his or her spousewithout belligerently "dumping" on the other.
Then, in the privacy of their room, couples get together for a session in which these feelings are discussed, along with strengths in the relationship or
possible solutions to inadequate communication.
Encountered couples are encouraged to continue
the technique of ten minutes of writing and then
of sharing every day following the seminar-hence
the name, "Ten-and-Ten."

rï*1
I
.f-he stress on feelings is along psychologicaì, not
theological, lines. "Feelings are neither right nor
wrong," say the Specks. "Thev jttst are"-leaving
some theological questions about the rightness of
such feelings as hatred or lust"
'Nhe theological strength of Marriage Encounter
is in its emphasis on biblical love. "Unity in a marriage is made possible when a couple decides to love
each other," says Sloan (who is also an elder in the
Austin Street Church of Christ in the Dallas suburb
of Garland). By putting love in these terms the
movement stresses the need for something more
than sentimentalism in marital love" "We can decide
to love our mates in much the same way that Chdst
decided to love Lrs," Sloan says" 'Ihe idea is that
this sort of love does not depend merely on the be111

T5

havior of the one loved. Just as Christ's love is unconditional, even covering us when we are unlovable,
so married love can overlook faults and deficiencies
if it is motivated by an over-arching, rational decision to love.
The fee of $98 forthe Marriage Encounter weekend only covers expenses, leaders say. ln hardship
cases only a {ì15 registration fee may be required'
with the balance picked up by contributors who
believe in the program enough to help others attend.
A follow-up program includes a newsletter which
reinforces the information and techniques learned
at the Encounter weekend. It includes "HDIF"
(How Do I Feel?) questions for the ongoing Tenand-Ten dialogues: I{DIF when I doubt your love
for me? I{DIF about my/your body? HDIF when
you compliment me? IIDIF about our relationship
to the church?

Not every marriage is made for Marriage Hncounter. As the leaders themselves say, it is not for
marriages in the process of falling apart. It is not
for those who, lihe the couple wl'ro walked out of
the seminar, sense that highly prepared presentations are artificial or manipulative. And the intense
dialogue method can be highly uncomfortable for
the non-communicator and those who are etnbarrassed

by total

openness.

But for couples who have taken some steps

toward conjugal closeness and yet feel the need for
something more, Marriage Encounter is working. As
a recently encounteted couple wrote the Specks,
"We are learning things about each other we hadn't
learned in fourteen years of marriage." And again,
"We're having fun using the discipline of encounter
to further our growth of love for each other and
God."
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Mystery

MilYS]TERY

OF
FAI]TH
-Jackson Hill

that sings a heritage
in proud paeans to hope,
Light of Light
that whispers a tireless confidence
írt couenant and promise:
We shall

not all sleep

A long, rude table, siluer shrines,
once-enshrouded hermitage of blood and flesh;
The Lamb of God
haunts his house
lihe a reuenant soothsayer.
He shall feed his flock

Mystery of grief :
pale anguish, woe;
adhesiue dust of an endless, winding street;
and

gift of

grace,

an empty graue:
We shall
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not all sleep.
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To Laugh at Ourselves
I would like to say "thank you" to
Míssion for giving Dave Wimbish the
opportunity of sharing his very special,
God-given talent with its readership. If
there has ever been a time in religious
history that people needed to summon
the courage to laugh at themselves, it
is now.

Many times the thought has come
to my mind that we modern-day Christians are making the very same mistake
that the Jewish nation made in trying

to force the kingdom of God (Christ's
kingship) to become a tangible thing
Canadian Corrections
Regarding the article on

(3) Most non-instrumental church
Western

Canada, several impressions by Brother
Garrett need to be corrected.

of

(1) "Presently many ofthe churches

Christ are being ministered to by
young, eager, very conservative preachers from the schools of preaching in
this country." This statement is misleading. For example, the preacher in
Red Deer was trained here at Western
Christian College. The congregations of
Regina and Weyburn, Saskatchewan,
employ preachers trained in colleges or
universities. The ministers who 'rvere
trained in the U. S. pieacher schools
are either Canadians themselves who
are returning home or those that are
from the states who are known for not
staying on (with a few exceptions).
(2) The statement regarding no contacts is not totally a true picture. For
example, you will find in a bulletin of
the Church of Christ in Weyburn (noninstrumental) an article referring to an
instrumental congregation in Yellow
Grass.

However, I will admit that any contact between Disciples and non-instrumentals would be difficult. For exam-

ple, the Disciples in Regina employ a
full-time woman as an evangelist and/
or pastor. Also, I believe that Disciples
are having unity talks with the United
Church of Canada. This would correspond to the Churches of Christ in the
States talking unity with the United
Church of Christ because of their com-

mon origins from O'Kelly or Barton
Stone.

To talk about unity one must have

a common theological perspective. If
not, unity talks are doomed and even
a waste of our energy and time. There
are at least social contacts between
Yellow Grass and Weyburn
tions.
NOVEMBER, 1977

congrega-

members who know anything about
the Restoration movement recognize
our common beginnings and realize
that we began on our own apart from
U. S. origins. The non.instrument group
did not emanate from the U. S. Actu-

ally, the instrument was added in the
U. S. first, then it entered Canada
(1879). Canadian Christians were

less

willing to accept instrumental music
than our U. S. counterparts. However,
Canadian Christians had accepted the
idea of a missionary society more readily. Some non-instrumental congrega-

tions can trace their history back to
their beginnings in the 1830s-60s. For
example, Schubenacadie, Nova Scotia,
is now called Mill Village and uses the
same building they started out with.
Our conservatism can be traced to British origins.

(a) Out of the 200 congregations in
Canada, over half are non-instrumental
(116). The strongest support is found

in

Ontario, B. C., and Saskatchewan.
The weakest area would be in the Maritime provinces. The Independents and
Disciples are strongest in the Maritimes
and Ontario. They would be weakest
in British Columbia and Quebec.

l5) The non-instrumental church in
Canada has good relations with likeminded people in the U. S. However,
the movement is more indigenous and
independent than a Christian from the
States might guess. We are not quick to
concern ourselves qith every debate or
issue that comes from the southern
States. Also, many of our attitudes are
quite different because of our different
cultural heritage. This would involve
another letter.
Michael W. Ensley

Librarian, Western Christian College
Weyburn, Sask., Canada

that can be seen and fully understood
with our human minds here on earth.
fn so doing, one more time we miss the
whole point. To me, the whole point
of Christ's life and Christianity is to
show all who follow his example a
means by which to learn to deal with
their individual souls, and then willingly give those souls to God for his use.
This is why I am personally indebted

to Dave Wimbish, for he has the ability
to help me find the courage to laugh
at myself and my prejudices. He helps
me to see how silly some of my "soapbox issues" appear to other people.

More important, he reminds fle,
monthly, that I am after all, only a
human being,.doing the best I can with
the side of God that God has allowed

me to see. He reminds me that everyone's view of the Trinity is different,
and f everyone saw the world of God
the same, then the need for God to
send Christ to earth with. his mission
would have been totally unnecessary.
Hang in there, Dave-keep sharing

your point of light. Some day,

some-

I would like to have the opportunity to become your friend and in

where,

some way give to you.

Linda Dickerson
Irving, Texas

God Really Guides
I liked Dave Wimbish's column on
charismatics (Sept. issue) in some ways.

There is a tendency on the part of
many charismatics to deny the reality
of problems in this life, and to assume
that everything is going to go their way.
The truth is that Christians will suffer;
but the Good News is that they can
"count it all joy!" If Dave really is uptight about how his car runs, then he

to grips with the peace
passes (goes beyond, transcends)
all understanding. And if a person does
has not come

that

believe in the value of persecution in a
Christian's life, then he can be at peace
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in the middle of a Nazi invasion-becau$e Iìe knows wl'ro is in control. If
that sounds simplistic, speâk to thc
One who said, ". . . In the world you
shall have tribulation, but tal<e courage;
for I have overcolÌle the rvorld" (John
1

6:33).
Don Durham
Nashville, '1'er.ur.

l-{ere's What I Want
Here are a few suggestions
sponse to your request

in

re-

for articles

we

would like:

1.

I

like to hear something about

the value and need for daily fellowship
(Acts 2:42 and Heb. 3:13).
2. On Christianity not being a Sunday stroll wiih Jesus.
3. The danger of sectarian pride.

4. "Ihe Chrisiian and covenant relationships.

5. Grace-centered Christians and
ministries.
6. Whai freedom in Christ does for
the body of Chrisi.
7. Faith, hope, and love as priorities
for the church. (Ilere I'm thinking of
Gene Getz's bool<, The Measure o/'
Church.)
I hope these will be helpful.

a

Steve Summers

Lafayette, Indiana

A Book for That l-.leadache
I would like to recommend a book
to Mr. Spidell ihat might help his headache (see "The Mission of the Church,"
August issue). Try Word in Deed by
Gabriel Tacl<re with your next lìxcedrin. Chapter four called "Actiotr" does

what I feel is a beautiful job of marrying "salvatiotr" and "ministry." I eujoyed every chapter in th{s exciting,
new, and fresh approach to evangelism.
Maybe ii will speak to vou. Let me
hear what vou think of it.
Karen Mosrnan

Ausiin. 'I-exas

lnformation"

Flease

Thanks for blessing rne each monlh
with new insights into our world and
the church. The rnagazine has been a
real help to me ¿rs I've been struggling
with doctrinal errors of the church that
clairns to have none. We all must come
to a point in our lives when we divest
ourselves of what we learned as "right"
and begin i<¡ br-rild on a first"hand, ex"
periential level (based in the Word) on
the truth brought to us in Christ. 'Ihat's
the goal of my life anrÌ thank God the
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Ohurches of Christ are not the same
church of ten or fifteen years ago" Gocl
has always been in control of his church
@il or it).
I would like to find some information concerning a unity conference to
be cotrducted by Disciples, Independent Christian, and Church of Christ
charisrnatics. I am very interested in
going to any unity rneeting that will
give glory to God. Please rush any in-

formation thai you ean give me.
Please try to keep us posted on

things like this. Sometimes it seems
that there are so few "un-establish-

ment" meetings

to a greater risk of formulating false teachings that ihe Ilible
warns us to avoid.
I am afraid the plain truùh of the

selves open

matter is simply that ihe average mer11ber of the Church of Christ is perfectly
content to go to church on Sunday and
never study his Bible. We have become
Iazy and indifferent Lo Bible study.
lJan Gleason

Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Thanl<s

for 'Roots"

How I wish every person who claims

to be a rnember of our Lord's Body

thing out of the ordinary. Missionisthe

could and woulcl read "Roots: Openness in a Pre-Civil Wal Church" by
Norman L. Parks (Sept. issue), and

only journal that would even consider

agree

because there is no
means of communication open to any-

it. Also, could we have some information on the ¡elationship between the
restoration plea and the popularized
inter-denominali<¡nal churches.
Thanks for your help.
Steve Moncrief
Lubbock, Texas
The charismatic conference is to be
in Dallas, Nouember ?0-December 2,
at lhe Royal Couch Inn, 3800 Northwest IIighway. The person to contact
for more informalion, or for room reseruation, is Mr. V. Alex llills, 4137
Corbett St., Ohlahoma City, OK 73115.

-Ed.
Dreams of Serious Study
Afier reading Rob McRay's article
"I l{ave a I)rearn for the Church" (July
1977),I have found myself reflecting
on a couple of paragraphs in Part IL
Those paragraphs dealt with Rible study
in the church and at home. As a llible
teacher, I am particularly sensitive to
this subject.
It has long been my own belief that
study of the llible is so poor in the
brotherhood because

as members,

rnany

of

us want a nice, neat, comfortable
ideology of our faith that has been prepared bv others (than onrselves as indi-

wiih it

as

I

do.

'fhanks for a great publication.
Mrs. A. C. Stephenson
Greenville, Texas

Ridicule in l\4ission
In reference to the July issue, the
article "What's {ì23 Million Between
Billy Graham and God?" expressed ugly
sarcasm that was totally unnecessary.
Also the statement in "Cross Currents"
concerning the conservatives was extremely unkind: "They don't need God
to bless them. They grow bigger than
thunder l:y Success Dynamics, slick PR
and bus fleets. I,Vho needs God?" Not
very loving, would you agree?
I am very much distressed over M¡s-

sion's attitude

of ridicule which has

appeared in other issues, but I felt these

two examples were ihe most vehement
I had ever read.

The word "mission" defined by

Webster's is as follows: a ministry com-

missioned by a religious organization
to propagate its faith or cany on humanitarian work. It seems to me if we
expect to fulfill this meaning in the
tweniieih century, we will have to approach all current issues and scripùural
studies in an attitnde of loving concern
rathel: ihan in an attitude of ridicule

vidual rnembers) and set down in

and bacl<-stabbing. We need to

acceptable patterns of behavior that
have become doctrines. It woulcl seem
that ii is easier to follow a formal or

above these same tactics used by other
publications. (This is just joining their

informal set of doctrines governing the
church than it is to have to <lpen one's
Bible ancl read to know what tìre Scriptures require of us as a church.
While

it

is true that

it is much

easier

to let someone else tell us what {,hings
to do, both frorn the standpoint of
time and inroads to our pursuit of pleasure, it is also true that we leave our"

rise

same approach, which I'm sure we
would all agree has been biased and
unloving.)

'lìre Lord said, "Come now, let us
reason togeiltcL." Lct's rcason in a positive and not a negative attitude, and
in clne that exprecse$ lor¡e and concern

for our fellow man.
Carot Shelton

Murfreesboro, Tenn.
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Hy At-å-AhJ lllcNlûÕt-

TTee

Lu.st for" Fower
Aguirre" the Wrath
Herzog. Original

mrsd tlaø

WraËh qlf God

of God, directed by

film 1973.

Werner

Released through New

Yorher Films in the U. S. A. in 1977. German in
Iìnglish sub-titles.
Robin Scroggs, who recently has
wriiien several provocative works on
Paul, has labeled the apostle's descrip-

tion of his atternpt to find wholeness
through heeping the law as living by
the "performance principle." This description of a man who aitempts to
find self-iniegrity and rectitude through
the personal achievement of set goals
has impìications which reach far beyond the levels of Pauline research.
From the execuüive offices in l-Iouston
to the brol<erages of power in Washington, wholeness continues to be sought
through the frantic pursuit of the chimeras of peace of rnind thr:ough wealih
and inner satisfaction with fame. Each
generation has its own quota of El
I)orados.

Werner Ilerzog has given us a film

of the original qnests for
the legendary city of gold. The film
\.veaves its story on the basis of fragments of the diary of a monlç who
went on an expedition with Spanish
conquistadores in 1560 in search of
about one

the myl;hical South American city ancl
which ended in total disaster. The film
is more than an account of an expedition. In essence, it is also a character
study of a ma¡r seized by the "perfonnance pr:inr:iple," ând whose ultimate
goal is not to be faithful but to have
absolute power:. This tyrant is Don

Lope de

A.guirre.

The first segment of the film is one

of llre rnosI

irrr¡lressivc scqucirccs irr rc-

cent movie history. ïVe see at a distance a large party of conquistaclores
atrd slaves slorvly rnahing their way
down from the lieights of the Andes to
the steamy filth of ùher jungle on lower
NOVEMBER, 1977

groundl Gradually the camera zooms
in on the individual members of the
partv as they descend the treacherous
terrain. The almost ethereal feeling one
had when he saw ihe party at a distance among the glorious peaks of the
Andes fades awav, and one is lefi with
closeups of poor, starring, and diseaseridden individuals who can only continue their journey on the basis oftheir
Iusi for conquest.

This movement from the heighi of
the Ar.rdes to the lower levels of the
jungle chronicles the developrnent of
Aguirre's character throughout the rest
of the film. At first he is al¡nosl indis-

iinguishable among the vast hordes
seel< El Dorado. But his desire
makes hirn the most powerful as well

who

as the most dangerous member of the
group. Ile is included in a special pariy
thatis sent out in front of the main expedil,ion and gradually his self-arirbitiou
feeds his delusions of grandeur to the
extent that he not only wishes to become another Pizarro or Cortez but an
absolute dictator independent of Spain
or anyone else.

Blindecl by this perversity, Aguirre
loses touch with reality. While his am"
bition grows, his pariy steadily is wiped

out by the perils of the river arld hostile lndians. Instead of reaching lil Dorado, Aguirre finds himself alonc in a
toiatly hopeless situation on a drifting
raft. Yet even at ihe end he is so intoxieated by his lnsi; fol tyrantry ihai he
continues in his perverse state of unre*
ality, unaware of his desperate situation, living on the dreams of his goal"
Aguirre's expedition gives us further
proof of the Pauline thesis--that those

who go down the road of the "per-

formance principle" ultimately end up
with distortion rather than wholeness.
Werner Herzog is one of the most
promising young directors on the present day film scene. A number of his
films are being released in this country

and are winning critical acclaim. No
doubt AguinB has to be viewed wiih
the understanding that Herzog was nurtured in a society which in the same
century has produced Adolf Hitler.
Yet by placing his subject matter in the
seventeenth century llerzogreminds us
that demagoguery and tyranny is a
state of one's intentions and mind. As
such, it knows no particular century or
geographical boundary.
Although the analysis of man in
Aguirre. seems to parallel ihe Pauline

description

of

those seized

by

the

"performance principle," this does not
mean that Ilerzog is especially pariial
t<¡ward religion. Throughout A.guirt:e's
journey ùhe monk continues to display
an attitude of conternpt for the Indi"
ans, and fits only too well into the imperialistic designs of the whole mission.
Ilerz,og has every righi to remind us
that for too long the church in Latin
America has been on the side of the
oppïessor rather than the oppressed.
It is to be hoped that those who see
the filn, will not base their evaluatioti
of the ability of the Christian faith to
give an incisive analysis of the human
situation on the caricature of the chaplain in Aguirre's party. Iìather, viewers
shor.rld see ihat the

life of

,Aguiri'e him"

self is living proof of Faul's testimony
in Romans 1:18, "For the wrath of
God is revealed from heaven againsi all
ungodliness and wickeduess of men

who by their wickedness snppress the
truth."
i1l;

"rg

special price of $100 for the entire
hard-bound set.
We are now inundated with various
versions, translations, and paraphrases;
there surely seems the need to call a
halt. However, there is one new paraphrase that I like. The Heørt of Paul is
the first volume of A Reløtional Paraphrase of the New Testament (Word,

Gift-giving that Inspires
By Bobbie Lee Holley, with former l4ission Book
Review Editor Robert Marshall
Christmas is a-coming, and the privilege/problem of choosing gifts is upon
us. It seems to me that a book is in
the category of the "special and personal." I can remember one Christmas
when one of oul sons opened a couple
of books and proceeded to sit right
down and begin to read them before he
had opened any of his other presents.
While the others could hardly bear the
frustration of the unopened gifts, he
read happily on. Oh, I appreciate the
practical gifts-a sweater or blouse, a

tablecloth, an addition to my Iron
Mountain pottery; but I am complimented and thrilled when I know that
a friend has chosen carefully a book
t'just for me."
Richard Armour points out many
advantages in giving a book. Besides
the fact that its value grows when you
can say, "I loved it. You will too,"
there is the ease of wrapping and mailing. No need for "This Side Up."
One must be careful, of course, not
to impose his own prejudices and pre-

ferences and expect

that they will

mean the same to everyone. Very often,
a book that speaks to the heart of one

person has no meaning at all to another-the time is not right, the mind
is not receptive, the concerns are not

timely. But chosen with care and love,
a book can lift the spirit, give help in

study and teaching, encourage,

en-

lighten.
According to a recent article in Publishers Weekly, the booksellers indicate

that
People are seeking peace

of mind

and searching for truth. . . There is a
massive search for finding meaning
in one's life. It began in psychiatry
and wound up in religion. . . Readers
are looking for answers to the problems of practical living, child rearing,
husband-wife relationships, and the
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role of women. . values for daily
living.
Others would appreciate books for
Bible study or teaching such as commentaries, dictionaries, special studies,
and background material.

It is based on Ben Campbell
Johnson's belief that "truth lies in re-

$5.95).

it actually
"lies somewhere between a careful paraphrase and a one-line commentary,"
lationships." He says that

The language is understandable and appealing. In First Corinthians we find:

So, my friends, when your group
meets, let each person participate.
One may have a song to sing, another an insighi to share, another a
prayer, another a special truth, and

still another its application.

Com-

bine these acts of worship to streng-

then the fellowship.

Bibles
The new Bible to be considered this
year is the Good News Bible (Today's
English Version). It came out, in Old
and New Testaments, at the close of
1976 and by March over 2.8 million
copies were in circulation. In this Bible,
translated by the American Bible Society, the aim has been "meaning for
meaningt'rather than "word for word."
The society sells a soft cover edition
for $1.90 (available free with aMission

subscription--ee p. 10), and a cloth
edition for $2.50. Rights have been
sold, however, to Collins-World and
Thomas Nelson. Collins-World has editions that range from $4.95 to $39.95
and covers from vinyl to denim to topgrain cowhide. There is a nice imitation

leather one for $9.95. Thomas Nelson
also has a variety of styles and prices.
The Liuing Bible paraphrase is still a
favorite. Its operations had "their origins in a farmhouse" in Wheaton, Illinois. Kenneth Taylor really began the
paraphrasing of the Bible to make it
more understandable to his children.
Now there are 500 full-time employees,
and in 1976 the Liuing Bible had sold

almost 2.5 million copies. The green
cloth edition is the most familiar but
there are many others, from a paperback for young people to a large print
edition.
William Barclay's Daily Study Bíble
(\{estminster) has been revised and set
in new type. There are seventeen volumes. The hard bound are $6.25 each
and the soft cover $3.25. There is a

Most people like

to

have several

translations of the Bible for comparative purposes. Children and young people need those written for their understanding. For Christmas giving, surely
nothing could be more appropriate than
the word about the Word that Christmas is all about.

Tools for Serious Study
Eerdmans has issued revised editions of both The New Bíble Díctionory, edited by J. D. Douglas, and The
New BÌble Commentary, edited by D.
Guthrie and J. A. Motyer (each $14,95).
Over 100 outstanding scholars contributed to the dictionary; many new articles and up-to-date maps and information have been added. There is a good
discussion of "English Versions of the

Bible" and introductions to all

the
books of the Bible, along with sketches
of Bible personalities and chronologies.
The New Bíble Commentary is completely revised for the first time since
its publication in 1953. There are general articles as well as commentaries on
each book of the Bible. Eerdmans has
also begun to issue individual Old Testament commentaries as part of its N¿r¿
International Commentary of the OId

Testament. The works on Deuteronomy (by Craigie) and Joel, Obadiah,
Jonah, and Micah (by Allen) have been
highly recommended.
One of the really significant reference works this year is the three-volume
New Internatíonal Dictionary of New
Testament Theology edited by Colin
Brown (Zondervan, 827.95 each). Two
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volumes are available and the third is
supposed to be in the stores shortly
after the first of the year. The word
studies are examined in the light of the
Old Testament, the Dead Sea Scrolls,

the Rabbinic writings, classical and
hoine Greek Zondervan's New Inter'
nøtional Díctíonary of the Christían
Church ($24.95) is also an outstanding
reference work.

From the Biblical Institute hess in
Rome there is a useful guide called
Basíc Tools of Bible Exegesis by Stanley B. Marrow. However, according to
one of my consulting scholars, it is
not so complete as Basíc Biblíogrøphic
Guide for New Testament Exegesis by
David M. Scholer and published by
Eerdmans. For those who use the Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible as one
of their basic reference tools, the supplementary volume that came out last
year would probably be much appreciated. There are 140 completely new

entries, including "Early Christianity
and Blacks," "Manuscripts from the
Judean Desert," "Women in the Ancient Near East," and "Modern English
Versions." Particularly helpful is the
careful cross-reference system.

Lurour",

te's History of the Expansíon of Chrístianity (Zondervan) is in
paperback and all seven volumes with
an up-date in the last volume to búng
it up to the present can be had.for

$39.95. Being released this month are
two new volumes in Sweet's ?/¿ e Liuíng
Word Commentary: Jømes. comPleted
from the notes of the late J. W. Roberts,
andJohn, Part II,by Frank Pack. They
sell for $4.25 each. One other useful
referencê work for some is A History
of the Churches of the United States
ønd Canads (Oxford, $19.95).

Family Life
Dr. Bernard Harnik is a pediatrician
and youth and marriage counselor. In
his book Toward a Healthy Marríage
(Word, $6.95), he points out that marriage is "subject to all the Eowing pains
necessary for the maturation of the
human body." He especially talks about
how to diagnose sick marriages, how
the illnesses develop and how they ôan
be treated. How Do You Søy, "I Loue
You"? by Judson J. Swihart (Intervarsity, $1.95) is a lovely little book

with the languages of love and
the fact that the language is often misunderstood: "Many husbands and wives
dealing
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love each other, but they just cannot
seem to get it across. Though they are
loved, they do not feel loved."

Edith Schaeffer's book What Is

ø

Family? (Revell, $6.95) was written
for her husband for their fortieth wedding anniversary and deals with her experiences as wife, mother, and grandmother. "It had to be what had been
lived through or observed." David and
Vera Mace, internationally known leaders in marriage counseling and authors
of books on preparation for marriage
and on living together, have written "a
home course for enriching marriage":
a Happy Møníage (Abingdon, $6.95).
Two books by the popular Charlie
Shedd are well worth the reading and
the giving: Grandpørents (Doubleday)
and, The Best Dad Is a Good Louer
(Sheed, Andrews, and McMeel). Virginia Ramey Mollenkott's Women, Men
ønd the Bíble makes a persuasive plea

How to Haue

for "mutual submission" and challenges

very effectively the "Total Woman"
mentality. The Art of Marriage by Tim
and Beverly LaHaye has been recommended.

Happily Euer After (Loving Your
Child Toward Emotional and Spiritual
Maturity) comes from Joy Wilt-teaeheq
mother, children's minister, educational
administrator. At ten she vowed "never
to forget what it feels like to be a
child"; and her book (Word, $6.95) is
testimony to the way she lives up to
that promise, The Celebration Booh,
edited by Georgiana Walker (Regal,

$2.95) is a book of fun things to do
with the family year-round. It is written within the framework of joyfully
honoring the Christian commitment in
times of celebration.

Children and Young People
Two beautiful volumes, ostensibly
for younger children but certainly appropriate forall

ages, are

the lovely pic-

ture books Arrow to the Sun, with
both text and illustrations by Gerald
McDermott; and Why Mosquitoes Buzz
ín People's Ears by Verna Aardema,
with illustrations by the very talented
husband-wife team Leo and Diane Dil-

lon. Both have been awarded the Caldecott Medal and both deal with the
stuff of legend and myth, and the lessons therein. Mosquítoes spins the

story

of the chain of events and hurts that
takes place because of a silly tale.
Arrow is a Pueblo Indian story that is
based upon the universal myth of the

hero-quest and the reverence of life'
The Dog Wrítes on the Window
With Hís Nose (Four Winds, $5.95),
edited by David Kherdian is a collec-

tion of

poems by well-known Poets
ages 5 and up. Susan Cooper's Siluer on the Tree (Atheneum, $7'95) is

for

the final volume in her exciting fantasy
sequence. They are for ages 9-14; and

the set would be a lovely gift. Tasha
A Time to Keep (Rand Mc
Nally, $g.gS) is a year of holidays, with

Tudor's

the author's inimitable illustrations.

T,

Iilustrated Children's Bible

(Grosset and Dunlap, $7.95) by David
Christie-Murray is a simple retelling of
both the Old and New Testaments with

full color illustrations and "teaching
strips." Broadman has a new series of
children's Bible story books called the
Biblearn series. They are easily read
and well illustrated ($3.95) each. Included arc Dauíd: Shepherd, Musícian
ønd King and Møry: Mother of Jesus.
For all ages is Warwick Hutton's Nool¿
ønd the Great Flood (Atheneum,$?.95)
with extraordinary paintings that catch
the "awesome, elemental quality" of
the Bible story. Boros Ladislaus' Tl¿e
Booh of Jesas (Collins-\{orld, $9.95)
for ages 4-10 consists of a group of se-

lections along with commentary and
application to portray Christ as human.
An especially well-written and helpful
book is The Story of Your Very Own
Bible by Robbie Trent (Word, $5.95).
Written for older children and young

it

is enhanced by unusual illusanswers the usual
questions on how we got our Bible,
adults,

trations.

It not only

but

discusses the Bible's relation to
civilization and culture.
I can never leave out C. S. Iæwis'

The Chronícles of Narnia. Surely every
child and adult should have the oppor-

tunity to read

these. The six-volume

paperback set (Colliers) is available in
an attractive gift box for $8.95. Also
his space trilogy is boxed in a set for
$4.50. Rand McNally has issued five of

Mary Alice Jones'books in large, paper-

back editions: His Name Wøs Jesus,
Bible Storíes for Children, Know Your
Bible, TeIl Me About Jesus, and Tell
Me About God. Mary Paolina's Moments with God (Regina) is a book of
very natural expressions of children
with appropriate and colorful photographs to accompany each prayer. "Do
you know, dear God, who my very favorite person in the whole wide world
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is? It's you. Because

I

can tell you
secrets. I can tell you how I really feel."
Loue Is a Magic Penny (.\bingd.on,
{ì2.95) is a book of mediiations for
the junior"high age.
I suppose that there is still too
much of the English teacher in me to
recommend Bible comics, but over 12
million have been sold in the last five
years. Al Hartley has done a popular
series for Revell that sell for 39þeach.
Now Ilank I(etchum and Dennis the
Menace have taken their place on the
newsstands with Dennis and the Bible
Krds (co-published by Word and Our
Sunday Visitor). These sell for 49f each.
In one of the opening episodes Mrs.
Wilson is reading to Dennis, "This little
boy's name, Dennis, was MOSES." Replied Dennis: "I{is name will be MUD

if

he don't get away from that river!
Can't his Mom find him?" Another set
called Cartoon Bible Stories is being

edited by Charlie Shedd (Sheed, Andrews, and McMeel) and sellsfor$1.95
each. Available now arc Noah and the
Arle and The Prodigal Son.
I'm not sure where Tolkien should

be mentioned, but he certainly is a
favorite of old and young alike. This
year there are Tolkien jigsaw puzzles,
calendars and records. His Lord of the

for

trilogy (Balleniine)

is gifi-boxed
{i10. Published posthumously and

J?rzgs

highly recommended is The Silmaril/iorz. Though the last, its ideas set the
stage for all his oiher worhs: "the ancient drama to which characters in Tfte
Lord of the Rings look back" (Hough-

ton Mifflin, $10.95). Also available

from the same publisher is Tolkien's
authorized biography by Flumphrey

Carpenter ($10). Clyde Kilby's Tolkien
and the Silmarillion (Harold Shaw Publisher, {ì3.95) is a personal essay and

intimate portrait of a friend.
delves into the whole world
kien's mythology.

It

also

of

Tol"

lnspiration and EnÕouragement

A

bool< apt to be greatly treasured

by the serious and broad reader is
Great Treasury of Western Thought
edited by Mortimer Adler and Charles
Van Doren (Bowker, $29.95).

",{

com-

pendium of important statements on
man and his instituiions br¡ the great
thinkers in western history," it would
be an enduring gift book. Another
book of a cornprehensive nature is the
paper edition of Tlte Best of C. S.
Leurls (Baker, $3.95). Also in this category is Ilrancis A. Schaeffer's How
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Should We Then Liue? It is the culmination of forty years' intensive research and study in philosophy. Dr.
Schaeffer begins his book with the fall
of Rome and progresses through the
key moments in history, showing how
we have been influenced by them, and
concluding that we have lost sight of
our roots and of our direction.

f,{
.novels other than those al),"Jeveral
ready mentioned are worth consideration. Trial Valley (Lippincoti, 97.95)
by Vera and Bill Cleaver is a continuation of the story of Mary Call Luther
in Where the Lilies Bloom. In her vivid
Appalachian background, she emerges

into young womanhood. Joyce Landorf, a favorite of many, tells inI Cøme
to Loue You Late (Revell, 98.95) the
gospel story through the eyes of the
biblical Martha. Beginning with her
childhood, it unfolds her struggles between pragmatism and faith. For those

who have not read Marjorie l{olmes'
Two From Galílee, it would be a treat.
Hannah Hurnard's classics (Tyndale)
are now a gift set for 99.95. Although
most of them are old, many of Elizabeth Goudge's novels have been republished in paperback and are as delightful as ever. Particularly beautiful
stories of friendship are The Dean's
Watch and The Scent of Water.

In the devotional and inspirational
area, Madeleine L'Engle's The lrrøtionsl Season is the most touching to
come out in a long time. As always,
Madeleine shares her faith in a very
compelling and candid way as she tets
us journey with her "through the seasons of the year-and ihe heart-to the
fullness of Christian life." Of the Christ
event she writes,'oNo, it's not the secular world which presents me with problems about Christmas, it's God. Cribb'd,
cabined, and confined within the contours of a human infant, . . Why would
he do such a thing?" This is a book to
be treasured for years to come, the

kind one keeps beside the bed.
The Risk of Birtlz is a small but attractive bool< of Christ-poems, selected
by Luci Shaw (Harold Shaw Puhlishers,

ful life after being paralyzed from the
neck down as the result of a diving accident. James Kavanaugh, whose first
three books of poems have sold a quarter of a million copies, in Winl:er Has

Lasted Too Long (Dutton, $5.95) la-

ments that the world seems to have
turned in on us and taken away our

seusitivities. Marjorie Holmes has a new
one: Hold Me Up a Ltttle Longer,

Lord (Doubleday, $5,95). As

always,

her prayers take us through mutual ups
and downs of daily living.
Keith Miller's Pleøse Loue Me (Word,
$6.95) is the story of a young woman's
quest for acceptance, but als<l the author's crisis of loneliness.

An exceptionally fine collection of
meditation and devotional materials is
Elizabeth Goudge's A Booh of ltaíth
(Coward, McCann & Geoghegan), J. B.
Phillips' Itor Thís Day is a group of selections from the perceptive meditations of this deeply respected religious
writer. They have a depth that keeps
them from sentimentality. Also in this
category are William Barclay's two
books of Daily Celebralion (Word). A
recent visitor

to my home (and

one

not particularly religious) found these

in the guest room and was moved by
them. For the many who have been
blessed by Barclay's writings, his SpiriLual

Autobíography (Eeñmans, $5. 95)

will be of interest, for he gives the account of those ideas bv which he has
Iived.

T

how difficult it is
"on.,ude-and
to do so
when there are so many other

delightful books to mention-I would

two very, very special books
that can be classified as special trea$ures. One of ihem is Barclay's Jesus of
suggest

(Collins-\[orld, 914. 95), based
on the TV film by the same name. The
author has captured the simplicity and
drama of the film, and the text is combined with superb photographs taken
during the production of the film. Ruih
Bell Graham's poeiry (never meairt to
be published) are footprints that ialçe
Nazare th

us through her life in Sitting By My

{il.4,5) and would make a nice stocking

Laughing.Fire (Word, {i14.95 until Dec.
31). It is an exquisite bool< with the
photographs taken around her home at
Montreat, North Carolina.
May your gifts ltever be of constrainü

by Joni

but only of love, with a part of the
into the package;and may
you never forgei that gifis are significant only in the light of the greatest
gift of all: Jesus our Lord.

stuffer or just a meaningful bui inexpensive heart"gift. Arthur Gordon's L
Touch of Wonder (Pillar,91.75) is "an
invitation to fall in love with life." Joni
Eareckson

(Zor-rdervan, {82.95)

with Joe Musser
is the inspiring

stoiy of Joni's return io

a

full and

use-

givet: tucked
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I note with interest that more and more
of our Religious Education people are buying
into behavioral psychology. Pavlov's dog is an
increasingly popular educational model, not
only in the Sunday School but in the home as
well. Seminars train young parents to program
their children in acceptable behavior quicker
than they can say "behavior modification."
Positive reinforcement such as popping gumdrops into eagerly-opened mouths is producing
predictable conditioned responses-church
nurseries, for example, are churning out babies
whose first words are church words.
And don't today's kids need this approach!
My own children are anything but predictable. 'Ihey are always saying the wrong thing
in front of visitors ("My mommy doesnit drinh
except at church-*wine, you know.") They
bring home new ideas and other diseases from
school. They don't always say their prayers
on cue. And the worst of it is that they have
had some behavior mod. Obviously, something
more is needed.
Thanks to my expertise at scanning the ads
(for work), I think I have come across just
what we need: a doll that is far more human
an educational rnodel than Pavlov's dog. She
is called "Patty Prayer," and she is marketed
not bv heaven, wjth all its unpredictable order-

fulfillment flaws, but by Niresh lndustries in
Chicago.

Now, for oniy $ì9.95, we can have a child
who behaves perfectly (reducing the need to
support yor"rr local sheriff) on a single penlight
battery (reducing the need to support your
local grocer)" Unlike my own unconditioned
children, this lcid never says the wrong thing.
NOVËMBER, 1977

Instead, she prays!-"God bless Mommy and
Daddy and make (note that, make) me a good
girl." All this, the ad says, "in a precious,

child-like voice." No stuttering, no burping.
And the voice comes from where I always
knew a lçid's brains are located: the stomach.
"Patty's delightful voice comes from a miniature record player in her tummy." This is so
much more predictable than the hind of talk
that comes from the mind. And if that prayer
begins to wear thin on your nerves, just "open
the zipper on her back to turn the record over
and she sings 'Brother John.' "
Of course, Patty is immune to such dark
unanswerables as why children suffer. Under
her nylon nightie her body and arms are
sheathed in cloth-covered foam-no infantigo
or other disease will ravage her, or keep us up
at night. And in contrast to your average boy's
resistance to baths, Patty's hands and head aro
soft, washable vinyl.
But best of all, Patty comes with an unconditional guarantee. I used this obvious plus as
a mild threat at our dinner table the other
evening. Now, I figure that properly behaviormodifiecl chilclren should automatically drop
their heads in prayer upon being seated at the
tabÌe" With enough gumdrops, the blessing
could be triggered like saliva in Pavlov's dog.
But here my rowdy kids were, diving into the
food non-stop. So when I interrupterd to say
the biessing, I made tiris sttbtie suggestiotr:
"And make (note that, make) us all what
we should be, lest, Iike a defective Pattv, we
be returned for a refttud to Lhat Great Mauufacturer in tl-re skv."
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THE CHURCHES AND HOMOSEXUALITY--A resolution supporting laws t,o protect
Ëhe civil liverties of homosexuals has been passed by delegaËes Lo the General
Assembl-y of the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ). Delegates to the Kansas
City, Mo., meeting al-so adopted a controversial- study paper which hol-ds that
much ChrisLian opposition to homosexuality is built on rrquestionabLe inËerpreta-

tions of Scripturett.
...Episcopal Bishop Paul Moore, Jr., of New York has
said that his ordination of a l-esbian priesË did not rrgive a bl-essing to the
practice of homosexuality"rr The ordinand, Ellen BarretË, said that Bishop Moore
knew from the beginning that she was gay, but Moore has indicated that the fact
she was a practicing homosexual came to light after the ordination.. .......4
Jesui-t seminarian in New York has been dismissed from Ëhe order afËer admituing
he was homosexuaL. He has appealed to the Vatican.

THE GHURCHES AND ABORTION--More uhan 200 ethicists, incLuding Royce Clark
of Pepperdine UniversiËy, have signed artcal-l to concerntrstatemenË declaring
that I'abort,ion may in some instances be the most l-oving act possiblerrt and criticizing the Roman @Ëholic bishopsr campaign against it. Dr. J. Phil-ip l{ogamar¡
dean and professor of Christian eËhics at I'lesley Theological Seminary in lfashington, D. C., said ËhaË Ëhe statement r^ras not|tfor abortion, but for freedom of
choice.t'........MearwhíLe, a Roman Cauhol-ic nun who heads a womenrs liberaËion
group has warned that the mal-e-dominated Congress shoul-d noL deny public funds
for abortion to welfare recipients. SisËer Margaret Ellen Traxler said thaL
whil-e abortion is inrnoral, men in political and church circles shoul-d noËrrim-

periously speak and l-egisLate about womenrs bodies as though men and not
were the ones who are Lhe primary nurturers of children.rl

v/omen

PRISONERS REHABILITATED--A prisoner rehabil-itation program at Bethany
College, relaLed to the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ), has recorded a
repeated-offense rate of only 4 percent in eight years, compared with the national rate of more than 50 percent. Some l-00 inmates of l{est Virginiafs maximum security prison at Moundsville Lake one or more col-l-ege courses each year
aË the prison.

